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MEHER BABA-
THE NEED FOR A MASTER
th^ human soul finds itself in a world which it does not
completely understand and where it does not recognize its.
own true nature. It identifies itself with the limited indivi-
duality or finite consciousness; and its actions are impelled
by sanskaras which use the mind for finding expression
and fulfilment. In life, the ego tries to adjust itself to the
world, or adapt the world to itself. But as long as the
m,ind is clouded by past sanskaras, its actions are not free;-
and they inevitably lead to conflict, chaos and suffering.
Human suffering would thus have been endless had it not
been for the help of the Perfect Masters who have Self-
knowledge and are free.
The Perfect Master imparts light to the groping soul
and gives a new direction to life. The aspirants who have
met Meher Baba are always conscious of a reorientation
of life; for, his contact effects the entire overhauling and
reconstruction of the mind. Such complete overhauling and
reconstitution of the mind is indispensable for right search.
There cannot be right search without some perception of
tlie goal; and there cannot be perception of the goal, unless
there is profound disturbance in the normal limited outlook,.
which, owing to previous sanskaras, is false and binding.
Some aspirants rely solely on their conscience for
guidance m life. But the conscience of most persons is
often just a collection of prejudices and opinions which they
absorb from! the social atmosphere; it is at best based on
experience and is therefore sanskaric^ lin^ited and binding:
and even where the aspirant has begun to think for himself,
he is likely to come to wrong conclusions owing to the
operation of sanskaras. He may embrace a false view firmly
and cling to self-delusion without knowing his error; and
he may take very long to realize his limitations unless he

